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Where is there a wood?







In Estonia 98% of all living rooms are in private ownership.
Municipalities are very seldom building dwelling houses.

Land is mostly in private ownership or owned by the state.
Anyway Aaviku wooden area won the first municipal bid in Tallinn.

Later big companies had better lobby.



Wood is used in buildings, if:
1. The owner or developer wants so.
2. Architect has strong will to use wood and makes client to believe in

wood.
3. Building regulations or bidding rules prefer wood.
Construction industry has built up capacities not based on wood, reasons
1 and 2 can sometimes be not enough, especially in case of bigger
developments or buildings.
Today wood is used more in rural and suburban areas or in case of
smaller buildings.



Private owners can build interesting houses in wood, but more often they
have to buy, what is built by a developer.

Big construction companies are making more money in developing living
areas than being contractors.



New flats per 1000 inhabitants in Estonia
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% of 1-2 family houses in all new flats in Estonia
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Finland and Sweden: data from 2003
European medium 64%. In Finland and Sweden about 95% of 1-2 family
Houses are made in wood, in Estonia 1999- 2002 only 31- 38%.



Factors, which are working in favour of wood:
- Labour costs are making prefabrication more competitive
- Environmental aspects
European Strategy of Urban Development (EC 2004) has 4 favoured
courses of action:
- Urban management
- Urban transport
- (sustainable) Construction
usage of  resources, energy efficiency, residues from demolition
-    Urban design (spatial planning)



BREEM, LEED and other methods of using LCA (life cycle assessment)
have to compete with circumstances:
- using of wood is working in favour of urban sprawl;
- energy usage in construction phase is only 6- 15% from the total life
cycle energy consumption;
-    cooling of  houses in summertime is better in houses with bigger heat

inertia.
Survey, covering 10 EU states and Canada (all countries with active wood
promotion by the industry):
- national programs in 8 countries, but the role of the state is remarkable
only in 5 countries;
- UK report: it would be difficult for a government to offer any help for
people to use one building material instead of another;
- In Finland concrete industry sued the government for prefering wood,
unsuccessfully.
The role of the municipalities is even more important than governments.



Växjö, Sweden, won Sustainable Energy Europe Award 2007
Emissions of  CO2 per capita have decreased 30% 1993- 2006
Target: fossile fuel free Växjö

Wood in construction in Växjö
• University buildings
• Low and dense wooden areas
• Vällebroar- multistorey
buildings in wood.
- Limnologen, up to 8 storeys
- Vallen
- Välludden 2
But even in Växjö wood as
construction material is not
mentioned in environmental
strategy.



The first big concerthall in wood in Finland, Sibeliustalo in Lahti
Building of it was heavily subsidized by the industry and government.
In voting of this building in Lahti city council there was only one vote

more pro than contra.



Finnish way to compete with urban sprawl and use wood:
low and dense way of city planning, land usage per capita on the same
level as in case of multistorey buildings.
Today more than 30 such areas are ready or  in construction.



Forest industry has too long been just selling simple products instead of
engineered wood or even building systems.

Finnforest modular office in Tapiola.



• TIMBER FRAME
FINNFOREST KERTO LVL COLUMNS AND BEAMS

2 WOODEN INTERMEDIATE FLOORS
FINNFOREST KERTO BOX SLABS

3 FACADE ELEMENTS
FINNFOREST LIGHT-WEIGHT ELEMENTS (KERTO-FRAMED)

4 FACADE CLADDING
FINNFOREST GLULAM ELEMENTS

5 SUN-DEFLECTING FACADE SLATS
FINNFOREST THERMOWOOD SLATS

7 FINNFOREST GLULAM BEAMS

8 FINNFOREST PANEL CLADDING

6 MOVABLE PARTITION WALL SYSTEM
 FINNFOREST HSL WOODEN PARTITION WALLSYSTEM



FINNFOREST KERTO BOX SLABS

INTERMEDIATE FLOORS

ACOUSTIC WALLS FOR
CONCERT HALLS AND
CONFERENCE
CENTRES


